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SATURDAY 21st SEPTEMBER 2013
After the meeting that took place in May in Italy, the Italian group from ITCS Rosselli Genoa
Voltri met with colleagues and students from other partner countries in September in Prague.

Students were sad that Ines, who
took

part

in

the

Comenius

project, won’t be able to join
them

for

the

meeting.

We,

teachers, also missed her!!
But........ there she was ! What a
beautiful surprise for our students!

SUNDAY 22ndSEPTEMBER 2013
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Prague: Wonderful in September! Not cold!! Worth a detailed visit in detail!
The view of the illuminated churches and
castles at night was breath-taking!
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MONDAY 23RD SEPTEMBER 2013
Oh my God! The theme of energy! The
dreamlike atmosphere in the city had made
us forget it!
In much colder climate we arrived at the
Power Plant. Everything was so interesting
that each of us listened to the guide very
carefully and took photographs.
We had lunch in a quaint village.
It felt as if we were high up in the
mountains!
In the evening we enjoyed ourselves and had fun over
a dinner with our colleagues.
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TUESDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2013
Finally at school! One of the buildings reminds us of our branch! In front of the classroom
each student has his locker and a place to put his shoes! (In the classes students wear
slippers!)

We had a good lunch in the school canteen while we were speaking about the tasks we had to
do.
In the evening we enjoyed the hospitality
of Czech colleagues and admired their
remarkable culinary skills. The music and
the bonfire contributed to the lovely
atmosphere

in

Ludwig’s

garden!!
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WEDNESDAY 25THSEPTEMBER 2013

.
The entire group went to visit a famous spa, some even tasted the healing water. Then we
reached the village where Jan Amos Komensky, Comenius was born, we just couldn’t miss that!
We visited the museum and we wanted to deepen our knowledge of his work.
For the dinner, Czech colleagues took us in a pub where we ate grilled meat that was tasty as
always! Undoubtedly, we couldn’t resist having some Czech beer, as well.
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THURSDAY 26th SEPTEMBER 2013

We worked all day at school. The students were divided into groups and each group was
composed of students of different nationalities. First of all, each group had to answer to
general and country-dependent questions regarding a certain type of energy. Then, they had
to combine their answers and make a presentation of it. Each group had its own energy type.
In order to answer those questions they could use
the presentations each country had prepared
before. Later on, they had to create posters on
their energy type. In the end, everybody got a
questionnaire to fill in. We also went to visit the
mayor

who

presentation

welcomed
of

Vsetin

as

with
that

a

beautiful

broaden

our

knowledge of the place. The students were very
productive. As a result, all the tasks were
completed.
Dinner at Miluska’s: great atmosphere and excellent dishes all prepared with a lot of care and
effort.
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FRIDAY 27th SEPTEMBER 2013
We took the bus to Karolinka which was not far away. There is a water purification plant that
deserved to be visited. Then we went shopping: Bohemian crystal!

In the afternoon the students showed/presented their group presentation. All the
presentations were very nice!

Final dinner with all the partners
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SATURDAY 28th SEPTEMBER 2013

We travelled all day and everybody was talking about the unforgettable experience we had all
together in Vsetin!!

